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Filled with interesting facts and information, this book offers a comprehensive approach to teaching

children about anatomy and functions of the human body. Beginning with the dermal system each

layer addresses the skeletal system, digestive system, urinary system, circulatory system, repiratory

system, muscular system, and nervous system. Children will learn why bones can bend without

breaking, how blood travels thru the body and protects against germs, how different parts of the

brain controls different functions of the body and what smoking does to your lungs.
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Luann Colombo has been putting science into the hands of children for 19 years at

SeattleÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Pacific Science Center and as the author of 35 interactive books and

CD-ROMÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s. Over 3 million copies of her works are in print. She has also published

curriculum for NOVA (WGBH), Bill Nye the Science Guy, BeakmanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s World (TV), and

Science Court (TV). Jennifer Fairman, certified medical illustrator and founder of Fairman Studios,

focuses on medical and biological art for display and publication. She completed her MA in Medical

and Biological Illustration from the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine. She has illustrated

for leading institutions including the Smithsonian, Lahey Clinic, Massachusetts General Hospital,



and Prentice Hall. Craig Zuckerman has been a freelance illustrator for twenty years. Although

traditionally trained, he started working digitally seven years ago.Ã‚Â Zuckerman enjoys drawing

and painting organic subject matter. He often focuses on the healthcare industry.

I used this to supplement a section of curriculum on the human body with our daughter when I was

homeschooling her for part of her 3rd grade year. Honestly, I thought this was just about the coolest

thing EVER and wished I had something like it when I was in school growing up. I loved that it had a

plastic figurine of the anatomy systems discussed that was in layers, each page, as you turned it,

exposed the next layer so that there was a 3D model of what was being discussed visible. My

daughter is very visual and she also thought that was super cool. I found the information discussed

to be appropriate for the level I had her working at, and we had no condition issues with our book, it

arrived in great condition.

Really hoping to give this to my preschooler that is in love with all things "inside you" right now. In

general I really like the book and concept.However when it arrived it has a bad misprint!It skips

pages 13-14 and instead duplicates pages 15-16.Yikes big printing error.I would love to know if

other folks have the same problem, hoping mine is just a fluke and I can exchange it, I don't see this

being talked about, so i am going to take a chance and get a new copy.Please check your copy

carefully before giving it as a gift. Maybe comment here if this happened t you copy too so we can

see how rare or common this is?Mine states on the back cover that it is the 23rd printing and was

printed July 2014UPTADED: i returned the book and order a replacement and the new book is

wonderful and has all its pages. so i recommend the book, but make sure to check the pages when

you get it and before you give as a gift!

This is one of the coolest books around, on any subject! The book goes into enough detail to satisfy

any curious kiddo - and provides enough information for an adult to be reminded of things learned in

high school. The skeleton in the book makes this a fascinating book - kids (and adults) won't be

able to get enough once they start looking through it. Reading about the systems and functions of

the body is extremely interesting...matching up what you just learned with a small skeleton (that has

muscles, veins, etc) makes the knowledge come to life. This book will excite anyone about the

body's anatomy and physiology.Bottom line: I can't recommend this book highly enough. Luann

Colombo did a wonderful job!



My 4 year old preschooler loves this book and wants it read at least 2x / week. My husband was

hoping to find one in Spanish to take back to South America and share with family there.

I bought this for my 5 year old grandson who is really into the human body and how it works. We

already had a book like this for a T Rex! It is a great book. The closest thing you can get to an

invisible person. As the pages turn, different body parts are exposed and explained very nicely. It is

a great learning tool. The various body parts are attached with little plastic tabs that tend to break

with rough handling but with a little attention and foresight this is avoidable. Highly recommended for

the curious kid.

My four-year-old LOVES this book! I got it for him roughly a year ago, and he now knows every

organ and it's general function, he knows about the bones, circulatory system, nerves, this book is

AMAZING. It's just enough information for him, but then there's plenty more information to keep him

interested as he learns to read and expand his mind. I do, however, have to monitor him while he

looks at because he tends to be a little hard-handed and I'm worried that he will break the little

plastic supports that keep the organs, bones, muscles, etc. suspended in each page.

I bought this for my 3 year old daughter. Around Halloween, we went to Disney World (Magic

Kingdom) for her birthday. Between the Haunted Mansion and seeing skeletons while trick or

treating and as decorations, she became interested in skeletons. I bought this book to introduce

what a skeleton really is to her and she LOVES it. While this is definitely meant for an older children,

I am able to use it as a great learning tool for her too. She carries the book everywhere and likes

looking at the model in the book as we flip through the pages. She likes to point out where

everything is in her body too. I would absolutely recommend this book for a child of any age

interested in the subject matter. At Thanksgiving, she sat with her cousins who are in the same age

group and they all enjoyed the book. I will be ordering a copy for her preschool class and another as

a gift to a friend of hers that is 4.

Great idea, but poorly designed. The layered 3D pieces were fantastic, but it arrived damaged and I

can see why because all the body parts are held on to the page with flimsy little pieces of plastic. If

the pieces were better connected to the pages it would be great. I had to throw mine out since it

became a worthless mixed up body part jumble.
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